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Dear professor Swinburne:
Hope so much to be in high in favour of God. I introduced myself in prior email
and I told you that I study religious philosophy in bagheralolom university in iran
and Mr javdan that translates your works in iran is my teacher. According to prior
explaining I am researching on "the argument of religious experience" based on
your views and the third chapter in this survey about the epistemic principle that
you named "the principle of credulity".

I compared this epistemic principle with eslamic philosophers views about
perceptual experiences.

In eslamic philosophy, perceptual experience is the one of self-evident
propositions.

In other words self-evident propositions divided to six types that perceptual
experience is one of them. Nevertheless these philosophers claim that perceptual
experience don t give us certitude by themselves. But needs to the laws of
noncontradiction - the contention as you Know that something cannot be both what
it is and what it is not at the same time. That is to say this law is the base for such
experiences.

I like to knowe your idea about this view. And So I wait your reply. With best
wishes.

mohamad javad asghari

Dear Mohammad:
Thank you for your latest letter. It is not clear to me from this letter whether you
received my previous email or not, but - in case you didn t receive it I attach it
below. In my view we can have incorrigible certainty only about very little.
Perhaps we can be incorrigibly certain about what we are thinking at a given time,
and about the general character of our sensory experience (for example whether we
are in pain) and about the very simplest of logical principles (for example the law
of non-contradiction), but that is all. It is easy to be mistaken in our perceptual
beliefs (we may be dreaming), and in our beliefs about whether some logical or
mathematical deductive inference is valid. But my principle of credulity affirms
that at a particular time we are justified in believing anything which we find
ourselves believing at that time, in the absence of counter evidence. (We may be
believing a falsehood, and later evidence may show that; but the very fact that we
find ourselves believing something is a reason for believing it to be true.) We, most
of us, have general background beliefs about how the world works, which



constitute counter-evidence to any wild beliefs with which we may find
ourselves, such as Plantinga s beliefs about the great pumpkin. With best wishes
Richard Swinburne.
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